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Purpose and Background of the Research
In shallow volcanic conduits, magma viscosity rapidly increases through crystallization of minute crystals (nanolites) due to decompression-induced liquidus temperature increase and resulting large undercooling (Figure 1). How magmas run through this “decompression-freezing interval” determines whether a volcanic eruption occurs or not, and how explosive the eruption will be. In this project, we investigate the rate of viscosity increase due to decompression-induced crystallization based on in-situ observation experiments. The driving force of magma ascent and explosions is bubble formation in magmas, thus is determined by volume of bubbles. Experimental investigation of outgassing mechanism is therefore another end of this study. Application of these results to a fluid-dynamic model of conduit flow would make it possible to forecast eruption transition at “near-real-time” according to pressure-time paths of magmas in actual intrusion events.

Methods
By introducing high-temperature heating stages to electron microscopes (TEM, FE-SEM), we will conduct in-situ measurements of nucleation and growth rates of crystals from undercooled magmas at a wide scale range down to nanometer. Obtained rates will be utilized to determine bifurcation conditions of eruption styles for the Shinmoedake and other active volcanoes. Outgassing degree and rheological properties of andesitic–basaltic magmas will be measured by a newly developed experimental apparatus. Combining these results, we will be able to calculate temporal change of magma viscosity and resulting eruption behavior.

Expected Research Achievements and Scientific Significance
In the case of mafic magmas, vesiculation microstructure and outgassing degree will depend on the shear strain rate because of the effect of surface tension; this is expected to affect the results of conduit flow modeling significantly. Our research will enable near-real-time assessment of physical properties and resulting behavior of intruded magmas in coming volcanic activities.
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